IDENTIFYING DETERMINISTIC PERFORMANCE BOOST CAPABILITY OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM

Abstract: A benchmark tester retrieves a voltage margin that corresponds to a device that a system includes. The voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload. Next, the benchmark tester (or thermal power management device) sets an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage. The benchmark tester then dynamically benchmarks the system, which includes adjusting the device's frequency and input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the device's power limit. In turn, the benchmark tester records a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the system based upon a result of the benchmark testing.
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IDENTIFYING DETERMINISTIC PERFORMANCE BOOST CAPABILITY OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Technical Field

The present invention relates to identifying deterministic performance boost capability of a computer system. More particularly, the present invention relates to acquiring device voltage margins and utilizing the device voltage margins during benchmark testing in order to identify a system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost.

Description of the Related Art

Manufacturers typically guarantee a computer system’s performance characteristics based upon certain criteria, such as an amount of time that a computer system requires in order to execute a benchmark test. These manufacturers may also disclose a non-guaranteed performance increase over the computer system’s guaranteed characteristics.

SUMMARY

The present invention provides, in a first aspect, a computer-implemented method comprising: retrieving a voltage margin at a benchmark tester that corresponds to a device included in a system, wherein the voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload; setting an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage; in response to setting the input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the system using the benchmark tester, which includes adjusting a device frequency supplied to the device and the input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the power limit; and in response to benchmark testing the system utilizing the input voltage that is equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage, recording a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the system at the benchmark tester based upon a result of the benchmark testing.
The method may further comprise: acquiring a minimum voltage for the device while setting the device frequency equal to the sum of a nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band; acquiring a maximum voltage for the device at the nominal frequency; computing the nominal voltage by dividing by two the sum of the minimum voltage plus the maximum voltage; computing the voltage margin by subtracting the nominal voltage from the maximum voltage; and storing the voltage margin. The method may further comprise: setting the device frequency to a nominal frequency and setting the input voltage to the nominal voltage; incrementally increasing the input voltage until the device operates at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload; computing the voltage margin by determining the incremented voltage over the nominal voltage that caused the device to operate at the power limit; and storing the voltage margin. The method may further comprise: configuring the device to an absolute frequency boost mode by setting and maintaining the device frequency to a highest value reached by the device frequency during the benchmark testing. Preferably, the guaranteed minimum performance boost is a value that is selected from the group consisting of a benchmark completion time value and a number of transactions per second value. Preferably, the system includes the device and a different device, the method further comprising: retrieving a different voltage margin at the benchmark tester that corresponds to the different device, wherein the different voltage margin indicates a different additional amount of voltage to apply to a different nominal voltage that, when added, results in the different device operating at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload; setting a different input voltage for the different device to a different value equal to the sum of the different voltage margin and the different nominal voltage; in response to setting the different input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device using the benchmark tester, which includes adjusting the device frequency supplied to the device and the different device, and adjusting the input voltage and the different input voltage until the device or the different device operates at the power limit; and recording the system guaranteed minimum performance boost based upon benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device. Preferably, a thermal power management device performs the adjustment of the device frequency and the input voltage while monitoring a power output from the device.
In a second aspect, there is provided an information handling system comprising: one or more processors; a memory accessible by at least one of the processors; a nonvolatile storage area accessible by at least one of the processors; a set of instructions stored in the memory and executed by at least one of the processors in order to perform actions of: retrieving a voltage margin from the nonvolatile storage area that corresponds to a device included in a computer system, wherein the voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload; setting an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage; in response to setting the input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the computer system, which includes adjusting a device frequency supplied to the device and the input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the power limit; and in response to benchmark testing the computer system utilizing the input voltage that is equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage, recording a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the computer system based upon a result of the benchmark testing.

Preferably, the set of instructions performs actions of: acquiring a minimum voltage for the device while setting the device frequency equal to the sum of a nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band; acquiring a maximum voltage for the device at the nominal frequency; computing the nominal voltage by dividing by two the sum of the minimum voltage plus the maximum voltage; computing the voltage margin by subtracting the nominal voltage from the maximum voltage; and storing the voltage margin in the nonvolatile storage area. Preferably, the set of instructions performs actions of: setting the device frequency to a nominal frequency and setting the input voltage to the nominal voltage; incrementally increasing the input voltage until the device operates at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload; computing the voltage margin by determining the incremented voltage over the nominal voltage that caused the device to operate at the power limit; and storing the voltage margin in the nonvolatile storage area. Preferably, the set of instructions performs actions of: configuring the device to an absolute frequency boost mode by setting and maintaining the device frequency to a highest value reached by the device frequency during the benchmark testing. Preferably, the guaranteed minimum performance boost is a value that is selected from the group consisting of a
benchmark completion time value and a number of transactions per second value. Preferably, the computer system includes the device and a different device, the set of instructions performing actions of: retrieving a different voltage margin from the nonvolatile storage area that corresponds to the different device, wherein the different voltage margin indicates a different additional amount of voltage to apply to a different nominal voltage that, when added, results in the different device operating at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload; setting a different input voltage for the different device to a different value equal to the sum of the different voltage margin and the different nominal voltage; in response to setting the different input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the computer system that includes the device and the different device, which includes adjusting the device frequency supplied to the device and the different device, and adjusting the input voltage and the different input voltage until the device or the different device operates at the power limit; and recording the system guaranteed minimum performance boost based upon benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device. Preferably, a thermal power management device performs the adjustment of the device frequency and the input voltage while monitoring a power output from the device.

In a third aspect, there is provided a computer program comprising computer program code to, when loaded into a computer system and executed thereon, cause said computer system to perform the steps of the method of the first aspect.

The computer program may be provided in the form of a computer program product stored in a computer readable medium, comprising functional descriptive material that, when executed by an information handling system, causes the information handling system to perform actions that include: retrieving a voltage margin that corresponds to a device included in a system, wherein the voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload; setting an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage; in response to setting the input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the system, which includes adjusting a device frequency supplied to the device and the input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the power limit; and in response to benchmark testing the system
utilizing the input voltage that is equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage, recording a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the system based upon a result of the benchmark testing.

In a preferred embodiment, a benchmark tester retrieves a voltage margin that corresponds to a device included in a system. The voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload. Next, the benchmark tester (or thermal power management device) sets an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage. The benchmark tester then dynamically benchmark tests the system, which includes adjusting the device’s frequency and input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the device’s power limit. In turn, the benchmark tester records a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the system based upon a result of the benchmark testing.

The foregoing is a summary and thus contains, by necessity, simplifications, generalizations, and omissions of detail; consequently, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the summary is illustrative only and is not intended to be in any way limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention may be better understood, and its numerous objects, features, and advantages made apparent to those skilled in the art by referencing the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a diagram showing a device tester that computes a device’s voltage margin during manufacturing test;

Figure 2 is a diagram showing a benchmark tester testing a system in order to identify the system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost capability;

Figure 3 is a graphical representation of adding a voltage margin to a device’s nominal voltage versus frequency curve;
Figure 4 is a graphical representation showing different devices utilizing different voltage margin values in order to reach a power limit at particular frequency and workload conditions;

Figure 5 is a high-level flowchart showing steps taken in identifying a system’s guaranteed minimum frequency increase;

Figure 6 is a flowchart showing steps taken in an embodiment for computing a voltage margin for a device;

Figure 7 is a flowchart showing steps taken in benchmarking a system that includes one or more devices in order to determine the system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost capability; and

Figure 8 is a flowchart showing steps taken in acquiring voltage margins for devices without manufacturing test information.

Detailed Description

Certain specific details are set forth in the following description and figures to provide a thorough understanding of various embodiments of the invention. Certain well-known details often associated with computing and software technology are not set forth in the following disclosure, however, to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the various embodiments of the invention. Further, those of ordinary skill in the relevant art will understand that they can practice other embodiments of the invention without one or more of the details described below. Finally, while various methods are described with reference to steps and sequences in the following disclosure, the description as such is for providing a clear implementation of embodiments of the invention, and the steps and sequences of steps should not be taken as required to practice this invention. Instead, the following is intended to provide a detailed description of an example of the invention and should not be taken to be limiting of the
invention itself. Rather, any number of variations may fall within the scope of the invention, which is defined by the claims that follow the description.

Figure 1 is a diagram showing a device tester that computes a device’s voltage margin during manufacturing test. As discussed herein, a voltage margin is a voltage to apply to the device’s nominal voltage that results in the device operating at the device’s power limit while executing a worse-case power workload at a nominal frequency (see Figure 6 and corresponding text for further details).

Device tester 100 provides test program 120, frequency 130 (e.g., clock signal), and voltage 140 to device 110. Test program 120 is a program that tests device 110 in various ways, such as testing race conditions and stressing various portions of device 110. Frequency 130 and voltage 140 are a system clock and supply voltage, respectively, that device tester 100 adjusts during manufacturing test.

In order to identify device 110’s minimum operational voltage, device tester 100 supplies frequency 130 at a rate equal to the nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band (e.g., 8%), and provides test program 120, which exercises device 110’s worst case timing paths. Device tester 100 decreases voltage 140 until device 110 fails at one of the timing path tests. At this point, voltage 140 is at its minimum operating voltage, which device tester 100 logs. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, the minimum operational voltage may be set by technology, reliability requirements, circuit failure, and/or other criteria.

In order to identify device 110’s maximum voltage, device tester 100 supplies frequency 130 at a rate equal to the nominal frequency and provides test program 120, which executes on device 110 at a worst-case power workload. Next, device tester 100 increases voltage 140 until device tester 100 detects that power 150 reaches device 110’s rated power limit, which is a parameter that device 110’s thermal design specification specifies. At this point, voltage 140 is at its maximum voltage, which device tester 100 logs.

Device tester 100 uses the minimum voltage and the maximum voltage to compute a voltage margin for device 110 (see Figure 6 and corresponding text for further details). As one
skilled in the art can appreciate, a user may utilize other approaches to compute device 110’s voltage margin, such as an approach shown in Figure 8.

Once device tester 100 computes and records device 110’s voltage margin, a benchmark tester tests a computer system that includes device 100 in order to identify a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the computer system. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, the computer system may include multiple devices and/or a thermal power management device (TPMD) (see Figures 2, 5, 7, and corresponding text for further details).

Figure 2 is a diagram showing a benchmark tester testing a system in order to identify the system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost capability. System 200 includes device A 210, device B 220, and thermal power management device (TPMD) 230. TPMD 230 controls voltage and frequency supplies to device A 210 and device B 220. In addition, TPMD 230 monitors each device’s power dissipation via power A 290 and power B 295. Voltage margin store 160 includes device A 210’s and device B 220’s previously computed voltage margins (see Figure 1 and corresponding text for further details).

Benchmark tester 240 is an information handling system, which includes one or more processors and computer memory, that is capable of performing the computing operations described herein. Benchmark tester 240 begins by initializing system 200 and providing benchmark program 260, voltage margin A 265, and voltage margin B 270 to system 200. System 200 loads benchmark program 260 onto device A 210 and device B 220, which tests the devices under various benchmark conditions. TPMD 230 adds voltage margin A 265 and voltage margin B 270 to device A 210’s and device B 220’s nominal voltage, respectively. As such, TPMD 230 provides input voltage 280 to device A 210 at a value that is the sum of voltage margin A 265 and device A 210’s nominal voltage. In turn, TPMD 230 provides input voltage 285 to device B 220 at a value that is the sum of voltage margin B 270 and device B 220’s nominal voltage. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, voltage 280 and 285 may be different voltage levels.

During benchmark testing, TPMD 230 dynamically adjusts frequency 275, input voltage 280, and input voltage 285 while monitoring power A 290 and power B 295 in order to
ensure that neither device exceeds its power limit. Once benchmark testing completes, TPMD 230 provides benchmark result 299 to benchmark tester 240. For example, benchmark result 299 may be in terms of the amount of required time to complete the benchmark test (benchmark completion time), a number of transactions per second, or some other metric. Benchmark tester 240 stores this value, which is system 200’s guaranteed minimum performance boost, in performance store 250. As a result, a manufacturer may guarantee system 200 to operate at a minimum performance equal to the guaranteed minimum performance boost for the benchmark under test (see Figure 5 and corresponding text for further details).

Figure 3 is a graphical representation of adding a voltage margin to a device’s nominal voltage versus frequency curve. Graph 300 includes nominal curve 320, which interpolates a compilation of voltage versus frequency plots that a device’s manufacturing test obtains. Due to manufacturing process anomalies, each device may not have an identical nominal curve 320. A device may store nominal curve 320 values as vital product data or bios data, which a thermal power management device utilizes to provide proper voltages at particular frequencies.

Voltage margin 340 represents a computed or measured voltage value to add to the device’s nominal voltage under worst-case power workload conditions and a particular frequency, which causes the device to reach the device’s power limit. As can be seen, adding voltage margin 340 to nominal curve 320 produces a new adjusted curve 360. During benchmark testing, the thermal power management device utilizes points along adjusted curve 360 while monitoring the device’s power in order to identify a system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost (see Figures 2, 7, and corresponding text for further details).

Figure 4 is a graphical representation showing different devices utilizing different voltage margin values in order to reach a power limit at particular frequency and workload conditions. Based upon manufacturing process anomalies, similar device types may require different nominal voltages for optimum functionality. This, in turn, results in the different devices producing different power levels at a particular frequency and workload.
Figure 4 shows device A 410, B 430, and C 450 power outputs under their respective nominal voltages. When device A 410 operates at its nominal voltage, it produces power $A_{\text{nom}}$ 415. When device B 430 operates at its nominal voltage, it produces power $B_{\text{nom}}$ 435. And, when device C 450 operates at its nominal voltage, in produces power $C_{\text{nom}}$ 455.

In one embodiment, manufacturing computes voltage margins for each device that results in each device operating at power limit 470. As can be seen, when device A 410 operates at a voltage level that is the sum of its nominal voltage and voltage margin, device A 410 produces power that is the sum of power $A_{\text{nom}}$ 415 plus power $A_{\text{mar}}$ 420. Likewise, when device B 430 operates at a voltage level that is the sum of its nominal voltage and voltage margin, device B 430 produces power that is the sum of power $B_{\text{nom}}$ 435 plus power $B_{\text{mar}}$ 440. And, when device C 450 operates at a voltage level that is the sum of its nominal voltage and voltage margin, device C 450 produces power that is the sum of power $C_{\text{nom}}$ 455 plus power $C_{\text{mar}}$ 460. As can be seen, since each device produces different power levels at their respective nominal voltage, each device requires a different voltage margin, which produces a different amount of additional power, in order to reach power limit 470.

Figure 5 is a high-level flowchart showing steps taken in identifying a system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost capability. Processing commences at 500, whereupon processing selects a device (e.g., processor) at step 510. Processing proceeds through a series of steps to compute a voltage margin for the device during manufacturing test (pre-defined process block 520, see Figure 6 and corresponding text for further details). In one embodiment, processing identifies the voltage margin by incrementally increasing the device’s supply voltage until the device operates at a power limit (see Figure 8 and corresponding text for further details).

Once processing computes the voltage margin, processing determines whether there are more devices in which to test (decision 530). If there are more devices in which to test, decision 530 branches to "Yes" branch 532, which loops back to select and process another device. This looping continues until there are no more devices to test, at which point decision 530 branches to "No" branch 538.
At step 540, processing builds a system using one or more of the tested devices. The system may include multiple devices and may also include a thermal power management device that manages each device’s voltage, frequencies, and power limits (see Figure 2 and corresponding text for further details). Once built, processing proceeds through a series of steps to benchmark test the system. During benchmark test, processing dynamically changes device frequencies and input voltages while maintaining each device’s power levels (pre-defined process block 550, see Figure 7 and corresponding text for further details). Processing, at step 560, reports the benchmark test results as a guaranteed minimum performance boost. For example, the guaranteed minimum performance boost may be a benchmark completion time value or a transactions per second value.

Processing determines whether to configure the system for an absolute frequency boost mode (decision 570). This configuration sets and maintains the device frequency to a highest value reached by the device frequency during the benchmark testing. For example, if the highest frequency reached during benchmark testing was 4.12 GHz, processing configures the system, which includes each of the devices, to operate exactly at 4.12 GHz when a user invokes the absolute frequency boost mode.

If processing should configure the system for an absolute frequency boost mode configuration, decision 570 branches to "Yes" branch 572 whereupon processing configures the system to operate at a fixed increased frequency when a user places the system in boost mode (step 580).

On the other hand, if processing should not configure the system for the absolute frequency boost mode, decision 570 branches to "No" branch 578, bypassing configuration step 580, and processing ends at 590.

Figure 6 is a flowchart showing steps taken in an embodiment for computing a voltage margin for a device. Device test processing commences at 600, whereupon processing initiates the device at step 610. At step 620, processing acquires a minimum voltage, which is when circuit timings fail within the device while operating at a nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band. Processing, at step 630 acquires a maximum voltage, which is when
the device produces an amount of power that reaches the device’s rated power limit while executing a worst-case power workload condition at the nominal frequency.

Once processing acquires the minimum voltage and maximum voltage, processing computes a nominal voltage by dividing by two the sum of the minimum voltage and the maximum voltage (step 640). Next, processing computes a voltage margin by subtracting the nominal voltage from the maximum voltage (step 650). At step 660, processing stores the voltage margin for the device in voltage margin store 160, and processing returns at 670.

Figure 7 is a flowchart showing steps taken in benchmarking a system that includes one or more devices in order to determine the system’s guaranteed minimum performance boost capability. Benchmark test processing commences at 700, whereupon processing retrieves voltage margins for each device the system includes. For example, if the system includes two devices, processing retrieves two different voltage margins.

At step 720, processing sets each device’s supply voltage to their maximum power-managed voltage by adding their respective voltage margins to their respective nominal voltages. For example, device “A” may have a nominal voltage of 1.2 volts and a voltage margin of .3 volts and device “B” may have a nominal voltage of 1.4 volts and a voltage margin of .4 volts. In this example, processing sets device A’s input voltage to 1.5 volts (1.2+.3) and sets device B’s input voltage to 1.8 volts (1.4+.4).

Processing begins benchmark testing at step 730. During the benchmark test, processing (e.g., utilizing a thermal power management device (TPMD)) dynamically scales device voltages and frequencies while maintaining power limits of each device during step 740. Once the benchmark test completes, processing records the test performance in performance store 250, which includes the frequency at which one or more of the devices reached their power limit (step 750). Processing returns at 760.

Figure 8 is a flowchart showing steps taken in acquiring voltage margins for devices without voltage margin information from manufacturing test. Tester processing commences at 800, whereupon processing initiates the device at step 810. At step 820, processing sets a device
frequency to a nominal frequency and sets a device voltage to a nominal voltage. As one skilled in the art can appreciate, a user may obtain these values from data sheets or general public information.

Processing applies a voltage margin to the nominal voltage that causes the device to operate at a higher voltage (step 830). Processing performs this step in order to identify a voltage at which the device operates at the device’s power limit (see below). At step 840, processing executes a worst-case power workload test on the device and, at step 850, processing logs the device’s socket power dissipation.

Processing determines whether the socket power reaches the device’s power limit (decision 860). If the socket power has not reached the device’s power limit, decision 860 branches to "No" branch 862, which loops back to increase the voltage margin (step 870) and re-execute the worst-case power workload. This looping continues until the socket power reaches the power limit, at which point decision 860 branches to "Yes" branch 868.

Processing stores the voltage margin value in voltage margin store 160 that resulted in the device reaching the power limit (step 880), and processing ends at 890. The device is now ready for insertion into a system for benchmark testing (see Figure 7 and corresponding text for further details).

One of the preferred implementations of the invention is a set of instructions (program code) or other functional descriptive material in a code module that may, for example, be resident in the random access memory of the computer. Until required by the computer, the set of instructions may be stored in another computer memory, for example, in a hard disk drive, or in a removable memory such as an optical disk (for eventual use in a CD ROM) or floppy disk (for eventual use in a floppy disk drive). Thus, the present invention may be implemented as a computer program product for use in a computer. In addition, although the various methods described are conveniently implemented in a general purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by software, one of ordinary skill in the art would also recognize that such methods may be carried out in hardware, in firmware, or in more specialized apparatus constructed to perform the required method steps. Functional
descriptive material is information that imparts functionality to a machine. Functional descriptive material includes, but is not limited to, computer programs, instructions, rules, facts, definitions of computable functions, objects, and data structures.

While particular embodiments of the present invention have been shown and described, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that, based upon the teachings herein, changes and modifications may be made without departing from this invention and its broader aspects.
CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method comprising:
   retrieving a voltage margin at a benchmark tester that corresponds to a device
   included in a system, wherein the voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage
   to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power
   limit while executing a worst-case power workload;
   setting an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage
   margin and the nominal voltage;
   in response to setting the input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the system
   using the benchmark tester, which includes adjusting a device frequency supplied to the
   device and the input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the power limit; and
   in response to benchmark testing the system utilizing the input voltage that is equal
   to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage, recording a guaranteed minimum
   performance boost for the system at the benchmark tester based upon a result of the
   benchmark testing.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:
   acquiring a minimum voltage for the device while setting the device frequency equal
   to the sum of a nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band;
   acquiring a maximum voltage for the device at the nominal frequency;
   computing the nominal voltage by dividing by two the sum of the minimum voltage
   plus the maximum voltage;
   computing the voltage margin by subtracting the nominal voltage from the maximum
   voltage; and
   storing the voltage margin.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2 further comprising:
   setting the device frequency to a nominal frequency and setting the input voltage to
   the nominal voltage;
incrementally increasing the input voltage until the device operates at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload;
computing the voltage margin by determining the incremented voltage over the nominal voltage that caused the device to operate at the power limit; and
storing the voltage margin.

4. The method of any of claims 1 to 3 further comprising:
configuring the device to an absolute frequency boost mode by setting and maintaining the device frequency to a highest value reached by the device frequency during the benchmark testing.

5. The method of any preceding claim wherein the guaranteed minimum performance boost is a value that is selected from the group consisting of a benchmark completion time value and a number of transactions per second value.

6. The method of any preceding claim wherein the system includes the device and a different device, the method further comprising:
retrieving a different voltage margin at the benchmark tester that corresponds to the different device, wherein the different voltage margin indicates a different additional amount of voltage to apply to a different nominal voltage that, when added, results in the different device operating at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload;
setting a different input voltage for the different device to a different value equal to the sum of the different voltage margin and the different nominal voltage;
in response to setting the different input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device using the benchmark tester, which includes adjusting the device frequency supplied to the device and the different device, and adjusting the input voltage and the different input voltage until the device or the different device operates at the power limit; and
recording the system guaranteed minimum performance boost based upon benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device.
7. The method of any preceding claim wherein a thermal power management device performs the adjustment of the device frequency and the input voltage while monitoring a power output from the device.

5 8. An information handling system comprising:
   one or more processors;
   a memory accessible by at least one of the processors;
   a nonvolatile storage area accessible by at least one of the processors;
   a set of instructions stored in the memory and executed by at least one of the processors in order to perform actions of:
      retrieving a voltage margin from the nonvolatile storage area that corresponds to a device included in a computer system, wherein the voltage margin indicates an additional amount of voltage to apply to a nominal voltage that, when added, results in the device operating at a power limit while executing a worst-case power workload;
      setting an input voltage for the device to a value equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage;
      in response to setting the input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the computer system, which includes adjusting a device frequency supplied to the device and the input voltage while ensuring that the device does not exceed the power limit; and
      in response to benchmark testing the computer system utilizing the input voltage that is equal to the sum of the voltage margin and the nominal voltage, recording a guaranteed minimum performance boost for the computer system based upon a result of the benchmark testing.

25 9. The information handling system of claim 8 wherein the set of instructions performs actions of:
      acquiring a minimum voltage for the device while setting the device frequency equal to the sum of a nominal frequency plus a frequency guard band;
      acquiring a maximum voltage for the device at the nominal frequency;
      computing the nominal voltage by dividing by two the sum of the minimum voltage plus the maximum voltage;
computing the voltage margin by subtracting the nominal voltage from the maximum voltage; and
storing the voltage margin in the nonvolatile storage area.

10. The information handling system of claim 8 or claim 9 wherein the set of instructions performs actions of:
  setting the device frequency to a nominal frequency and setting the input voltage to the nominal voltage;
  incrementally increasing the input voltage until the device operates at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload;
  computing the voltage margin by determining the incremented voltage over the nominal voltage that caused the device to operate at the power limit; and
  storing the voltage margin in the nonvolatile storage area.

11. The information handling system of any of claims 8 to 10 wherein the set of instructions performs actions of:
  configuring the device to an absolute frequency boost mode by setting and maintaining the device frequency to a highest value reached by the device frequency during the benchmark testing.

12. The information handling system of any of claims 8 to 11 wherein the guaranteed minimum performance boost is a value that is selected from the group consisting of a benchmark completion time value and a number of transactions per second value.

13. The information handling system of any of claims 8 to 12 wherein the computer system includes the device and a different device, the set of instructions performing actions of:
  retrieving a different voltage margin from the nonvolatile storage area that corresponds to the different device, wherein the different voltage margin indicates a different additional amount of voltage to apply to a different nominal voltage that, when added, results in the different device operating at the power limit while executing the worst-case power workload;
setting a different input voltage for the different device to a different value equal to the sum of the different voltage margin and the different nominal voltage;

in response to setting the different input voltage, dynamically benchmark testing the computer system that includes the device and the different device, which includes adjusting the device frequency supplied to the device and the different device, and adjusting the input voltage and the different input voltage until the device or the different device operates at the power limit; and

recording the system guaranteed minimum performance boost based upon benchmark testing the system that includes the device and the different device.

14. The information handling system of any of claims 8 to 13 wherein a thermal power management device performs the adjustment of the device frequency and the input voltage while monitoring a power output from the device.

15. A computer program comprising computer program code to, when loaded into a computer system and executed thereon, cause said computer system to perform all the steps of the method according to any of claim s 1 to 7.
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